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Fintech (2020)

29th January 2020

Before viewing this webinar, please visit  
www.lexiswebinars.co.uk/test-your-system to ensure 
that your network and PC are configured correctly.                  
Tip: Press F11 on your keyboard to enlarge the webinar 
player.
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The law as stated during this webinar is 

up to date as of 15th January 2020

Fintech (2020)
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Key considerations in moving to cloud 

solutions

Fintech 2020
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Fintech & Cloud - Introduction

• Why cloud is on the rise in Fintech

• Mapping the risk

• Regulatory overview, with focus on:

o Data protection considerations

o EBA guidelines on outsourcing

• Multi-cloud environments

• Quantifying and allocating the risks of cloud 
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Broad Network Access:

o Capabilities available 

over networked devices 

Resource Pooling:

o Multi-tenant model

o Location independence

Fintech & Cloud – Essential Features

Cloud 
Solution

On-demand self service:

o Users can unilaterally 

provision own capabilities

Rapid elasticity:

o Capabilities can be 

scaled on demand

Four deployment models:

o Private | Pubic | 

Community | Hybrid  

Measured service:

o Use is transparent – it can 

be monitored and reported 
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Fintech & Cloud – Mapping the Risk
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Chain 

Visibility
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Fintech & Cloud – Regulatory Landscape

CYBER SECURITY SECTORAL DATA PRIVACY LOCAL LAW

• NIS 

Regulations 

2018

• FSMA 2000

• MiFID II / SYSC8

• FCA Handbook 

• FCA Guidance 

on Outsourcing 

to Cloud FG16/5

• EBA 

Outsourcing 

Guidelines 2019

• Data 

Protection 

Act 2018

• GDPR

• Defamation 

• Banking 

Secrecy Laws

Patchwork of laws and regulations:
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Fintech & Cloud – Data Protection Key Considerations

Security & 

confidentiality

• Appropriate technical and organisational measures for the 

nature of the personal data involved

• Security of the cloud versus security in the cloud

• Penetration testing

• Right to access / audit systems and information (Art. 

28(3)(h))

• Procure right for regulator to have access: 

o EBA “exercise these rights in a risk-based manner (e.g. by 

relying on third-party audit reports or certifications”)

• Service Provider as appointed auditor 

Audit
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Fintech & Cloud – Data Protection Key Considerations

Location

Sub-

processors

• International transfers safeguards

• Control location? 

• Data localisation?

• Chain outsourcing?

• Consent versus notice 

• Termination rights

• Flow down of audit/access rights

• Location / international transfers

Data Impact 

Assessment: 

evidence your 

risk based 

approach
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Fintech & Cloud – EBA Outsourcing Guidelines: Overview

Scope CategorisationReplacesImplementation

• Cloud outsourcing of 

“critical or important” 

functions - stricter 

regime applied.

• Other cloud 

outsourcings - baseline 

requirements apply.

Principle of 

proportionality applies to 

both.

Applies to all 

outsourcings “entered 

into, reviewed or 

amended” after 30 

September 2019.

After 31 December 2021, 

cloud services which 

outsource banking 

activities or payment 

services to a provider in a 

third country will need a 

“co-operation 

agreement” between 

regulators.  

• CEBS’ Guidelines on 

Outsourcing 2006

• EBA’s

Recommendations on 

Outsourcing to Cloud 

2017/03

• FCA’s Guidance for 

Outsourcing to Cloud 

FG16/5

Applies to UK banks, 

building societies, 

designated investment 

firms, IFPRU investment 

firms and payment 

institutions.

Other FCA regulated 

entities, such as 

insurance firms, are out 

of scope - FCA’s Guidance 

for Outsourcing to the 

Cloud FG16/5 continues 

to apply.

Guidelines set out new governance framework for all bank outsourcings –

including cloud services

Outsourcing = any form of arrangement under which service provider performs a process, 

service or activity that would otherwise be done by the bank itself. 

Cloud Service = services provided using cloud computing - i.e. on demand access to a shared 

pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned. 
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Fintech & Cloud – EBA Outsourcing Guidelines: Framework

• Banks must identify and manage proactively conflicts of interests, including where 

material conflicts are created between group entities.

• All intra-group outsourcings must be set at arm’s length. 

Conflict 

Management

• Banks must maintain a register on all outsourcing agreements. Prescribed minimum 

information is required, with more detail for critical/important functions.  

• The service / deployment models, nature of the data and locations of all cloud 

service must be included.

Outsourcing 

Register

• Banks must maintain an outsourcing policy to cover all outsourcing phases. 

• The policy should differentiate between types of outsourcing (critical/important) and 

providers (e.g. authorised; intragroup or EU based providers). 

• For outsourced critical/important functions, BCPs should be in place and tested 

regularly (groups may rely on centralised plans). 

• The BCPs should anticipate failed or unacceptable performance, provider insolvency 

and, where relevant, political risk in the provider's jurisdiction

1

2

3

4

5

• Holistic approach needed. An outsourcing function or accountable senior manager 

must be established to oversee outsourcing risk.

• For critical/important functions, banks must be able to transfer function to another 

provider, bring in-house or discontinue within an appropriate time.

Risk 

Management 

Framework

Outsourcing

Policy

Business 

Continuity 

Plans
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Fintech & Cloud – EBA Outsourcing Guidelines: Process

• Banks must ensure they can exit without undue disruption to business activities, 

regulatory compliance or customer detriment.

• Banks must have comprehensive, documented and tested exit arrangements. 

Exit

• Banks must review/monitor provider’s performance, focus on critical/important 

functions.  

• SLA/KPI reporting required and appropriate remedial action must be taken,  

including termination, if necessary.

Performance 

Monitoring

• Banks must ensure providers oversee their cloud sub-contractors. 

• Where sub-contracting could impact critical/important function, banks must object 

or terminate outsourcing. 

• For critical/important functions, banks must ensure a right for unfettered access to 

provider’s premises, personnel and external auditors.  

• Other outsourcings require risk based audit rights.

• For cloud outsourcings, capability of auditor must be verified.

1

2

3

4

5

• Banks must assess and document impact of outsourcing on operational risk.

• Includes potential concentration risk, either due to dominant provider or multiple 

outsourcings to same provider.

Due 

Diligence & 

Risk Assess

Sub-

outsourcing

Information 

& Audits
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Fintech & Cloud – EBA Outsourcing Guidelines: Contract

Key contractual obligations checklist:

• Clear description of outsourced 

function

• Start / end dates and notice periods

• Governing law

• Financial obligations 

• Locations from which outsourcing 

will be provided or data stored 

• Provisions regarding availability, 

integrity and privacy of data

• Service levels / KPIs

• Reporting obligations 

• Confirmation whether outsourced 

function is critical or important

• Obligation to co-operate with regulators

• Insurance requirements

• Right to access data on insolvency or 

discontinuation

• BRRD obligations 

• Unrestricted right to audit and inspect

• Prescribed termination right for certain elevated 

risk scenarios

• Obligation to implement / test BCPs

• Defined data and system security requirements

• If critical/important outsourcing, prescribed sub-

outsourcing obligations – approval, right to 

object etc.
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Fintech & Cloud – Multi-cloud Environments: Benefits

Combat vendor lock-in

Prevent concentration riskPerformance tailoring

Cost benefits/optimisation
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Fintech & Cloud – Multi-cloud Environments: Risks & Challenges

Interoperability / 

latency

Supply chain 

visibility

Migration 

complexity

Data protection/ 

cyber security

Eco-system 

complexity

Redundancy 

strategy

Shortage of skills
Contract 

differences

Security
Ongoing 

management 

App sprawl

Ops 

risk

Time 

risk

Cost 

risk

Legal 

risk
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Fintech & Cloud – Multi-cloud Environments: Getting it right

Risk mitigation 

strategies
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Fintech & Cloud – Quantifying Your Risk

Segregation

Erasure

Access 
Control

Security 
Standards

Location 
Control

What guarantees are offered 

that your  resources              

are fully isolated?

What level of transparency 

and control is offered over 

the physical location of 

your data? 

What assurances  

are there that all 

data traces are    

fully erased     

before servers      

etc. are reallocated?

Does the provider support two-

factor authentication for access?

Does the provider 

have ISO 27001/2 

certification?        

If so, what is its 

scope? 
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Fintech & Cloud – Allocating the Risk

Data

Classification

Access Point 

Security

Access 

Management 

Application 

Level 

Control

Network 

Security

Host    

Security

Data Centre 

Security

Common Customer Responsibility

Common Cloud Provider Responsibility

Responsibility varies depending on specific service

IaaS

PaaS

SaaS

Area of Responsibility
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Upcoming Banking and Financial Services webinars

• Fintech (2020) – 29th January 2020

• (LIVE) The Equator principle – 3rd March 2020
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Thank you and reminders

• This webinar is designed to help solicitors meet requirements A2 (Maintain competence and legal 
knowledge) and A4 (Draw on detailed knowledge/understanding) of the SRA's Statement of 
solicitor competence. You may also use the quiz, which can be accessed via the "Take a quiz" link 
on the webinar details page, to reinforce your understanding of the webinar content. You should 
answer 7 out of 10 questions correctly and will have two attempts at the quiz. 

• Please submit feedback via the survey screen.

• This webinar will be archived immediately, and will be available to view on-demand for 24
months.

• A transcript of the webinar can be made available on request within 48 hours.

• You can use the training and evaluation record form which is included in the supporting materials 
for this webinar to log this training activity and how it relates to the continuing competences that 
the SRA requires from all solicitors.

If you have any queries, please contact us:

webinars@lexisnexis.co.uk 

+44 (0) 330 161 2401

@LexisUKWebinars

lexisnexis-webinars
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Thank you for attending.

We hope you’ve enjoyed this session.

Bespoke in-house training solutions

• Tailored for your business

• Extensive portfolio of expert presenters

• All areas of legal practice covered

• Location of your choice

Find out more - http://www.lexiswebinars.co.uk/in-house-training


